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Abstract

Rationale, aims, and objectives An inefficient health system wastes scarce resources even if it makes considerable gains in accountability and equity. Such a system is expected to perform better. Therefore, it is vital to examine the current performance of health systems and their constituents as well as assess how to reach their full potential. The aim of this study was to evaluate the technical and economic efficiency of medical diagnostic laboratories in hospitals affiliated with Urmia Medical Sciences University (UMSU) in 2016. Methods In this descriptive-analytical study, the data of all diagnostic laboratories of the hospitals of UMSU were inputted into Frontier 4.1 software after taking the logarithm. Then, the technical and economic efficiency of the laboratories were obtained by estimating the production and cost function using the stochastic frontier analysis method, assuming input minimization for 2016. Results The average technical and economic efficiency of the diagnostic laboratories was obtained as 0.931±0.34 and 0.519±0.33, respectively. These laboratories must reduce their inputs and costs to achieve full efficiency without changing the amount of their output. Conclusion Although the average economic efficiency of the diagnostic laboratories of the studied hospitals was high, there is still an increase in the efficiency of these units given the cost of inputs at the time of allocating resources. In addition, it is possible to improve the technical efficiency of the clinical laboratories of hospitals affiliated with UMSU by 48.1% by applying the same level of inputs and without increasing the costs.
An inefficient health system wastes scarce resources even if it makes considerable gains in accountability and equity. Such a system is expected to perform better. Therefore, it is vital to examine the current performance of health systems and their constituents as well as assess how to reach their full potential. The aim of this study was to evaluate the technical and economic efficiency of medical diagnostic laboratories in hospitals affiliated with Urmia University of Medical Sciences (UUMS) in 2016.

Methods

In this descriptive-analytical study, the data of all diagnostic laboratories of the hospitals of UUMS were inputted into Frontier 4.1 software after taking the logarithm. Then, the technical and economic efficiency of the laboratories were obtained by estimating the production and cost function using the stochastic frontier analysis method, assuming input minimization for 2016.

Results

The average technical and economic efficiency of the diagnostic laboratories was obtained as 0.931±0.34 and 0.519±0.33, respectively. These laboratories must reduce their inputs and costs to achieve full efficiency without changing the amount of their output.

Conclusions

Although the average economic efficiency of the diagnostic laboratories of the studied hospitals was high, there is still an increase in the efficiency of these units given the cost of inputs at the time of allocating resources. In addition, it is possible to improve the technical efficiency of the clinical laboratories of hospitals affiliated with UUMS by 48.1% by applying the same level of inputs and without increasing the costs.
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Introduction

Measuring the performance of hospitals’ clinical laboratories as an important and costly unit is essential for their managers as they can demonstrate its strengths and weaknesses, identify areas that need improvement, and increase productivity in the hospital. A laboratory is a place where various operations such as empirical tests, various measurements, and the analysis and identification of materials and impurities are performed. In this regard, medical diagnostic laboratories play an important role in diagnosing and providing high-quality care to patients. Now that communities have recognized the value of health, it is not possible to maintain community health, prevent the spread of infectious diseases, and combat genetic diseases without the use of medical diagnostic laboratories. The laboratory is a highly sensitive and important work environment as it employs specialized labors in various fields as well as various costly equipment, and its performance and efficiency require a great deal of attention. In this regard, economic efficiency demonstrates the ability of the laboratory to obtain maximum benefit according to price and input levels. Economic efficiency is associated with a combination of technical efficiency and allocative efficiency. Technical efficiency indicates the ability of the laboratory to maximize the product (service delivery) with respect to specific production factors or to minimize production factors regarding the particular product. Allocation efficiency is also the allocation of limited resources to different inputs in order to maximize output.

A laboratory has economic efficiency only if it is efficient both in the technical and allocational sense. That is, economic efficiency can be achieved if the best use is made of resources in the laboratory unit without wasting the resources. This requires a combination of institutions with the lowest cost; algebraically, economic efficiency is obtained by multiplying the quantities of technical and allocative efficiencies.

Different methods are used to evaluate the performance of service and manufacturing units. These methods are generally divided into nonparametric and parametric categories. One of the most common parametric methods is stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) in which statistical disturbances are considered, and it is necessary to take into account assumptions about the frontier form of the function. This method is an
The 2017 study by Alinejad et al. entitled “The economic efficiency of clinical laboratories in public hospitals: A case study in Iran”\textsuperscript{1}, the 2015 study by Taheri entitled “The efficiency of clinical laboratories affiliated with Shiraz University of Medical Sciences: an application of data envelopment analysis”\textsuperscript{2,10}, and the 2017 study by Lamovsek entitled “Defining the optimal size of medical laboratories at the primary level of healthcare with data envelopment analysis: defining the efficiency of medical laboratories”\textsuperscript{4} have investigated the performance and types of efficiency of laboratories through data envelopment analysis and SFA.

Since studying the performance of hospitals’ clinical laboratories and identifying their strengths and weaknesses are of great importance in the optimal allocation of facilities, the present study aimed to evaluate the efficiency of resource use in clinical laboratories of hospitals affiliated with Urmia University of Medical Sciences (UUMS) in 2017 via the SFA method. The results can help hospital managers and chiefs to improve the economic performance of laboratory units by avoiding the waste of scarce resources and thus reducing unit costs.

**Methods**

In this descriptive-analytical study, the technical and economic efficiency of 22 diagnostic laboratories of the hospitals affiliated with the UUMS was estimated using the SFA method by the variable returns to scale (VRS) and input-oriented assumptions via Frontier 4.1 software in 2017.

The general form of the Cobb-Douglas production function to calculate the technical efficiency of the laboratory units in this study is as follows\textsuperscript{17}:

\[
\ln Y_{it} = \beta_0 + \sum \beta_j X_{jit} + (V_{it} - U_{it})
\]

where \(\ln\): logarithm at the base of natural number, \(Y_{it}\): production of unit \(i\) at time \(t\), \(X_{jit}\): rate of using factor \(j\) by unit \(i\) at time \(t\), \(V_{it}\): random disturbance component, and \(U_{it}\): model inefficiency. Inputs include the number of specialists (P), experts (E), technicians (T), tools and equipment (I), and materials and solutions (S), and the output contains the number of patients admitted to the laboratory unit (Y).

The general form of the Cobb-Douglas cost function for estimating the economic efficiency of the laboratory units by the SFA method is as follows\textsuperscript{17}:

\[
\ln \left( \frac{C_{it}}{W_{P_{it}}} \right) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \ln (Y_{it}) + \beta_2 \ln \left( \frac{W_{E_{it}}}{W_{P_{it}}} \right) + \beta_3 \ln \left( \frac{W_{T_{it}}}{W_{P_{it}}} \right) + \beta_4 \ln \left( \frac{W_{I_{it}}}{W_{P_{it}}} \right) + \beta_5 \ln \left( \frac{W_{S_{it}}}{W_{P_{it}}} \right) + (V_{it} - U_{it})
\]

where \(\ln\): logarithm at the base of natural number, \(C_{it}\): total cost, \(Y_{it}\): number of patients admitted, \(W_{P_{it}}\): specialist wages, \(W_{E_{it}}\): expert wages, \(W_{T_{it}}\): technician wages, \(W_{I_{it}}\): the price of tools and equipment, \(W_{S_{it}}\): the price of materials and solutions, \(V_{it}\): random disturbance component, and \(U_{it}\): model inefficiency. To calculate the total cost, the costs of properties (including medical and non-medical), construction, consumable, equipment and salaries of all employees in the laboratory unit, which are a valid representation of the total cost of that unit, were used. Moreover, part of the costs of the laboratory unit is the overhead costs that are split or shared between different parts of the hospital.
The price of the equipment is actually its annual depreciation expense, and the straight line method was used to calculate the depreciation of equipment.

Also, in the SFA method, the numbers obtained for economic efficiency were divided into the highest economic efficiency figure until the most efficient laboratory unit acquired number 1 and the residual units fell <1; this allowed for the easy comparison of the technical and economic efficiency of efficient and inefficient units. In this case, the most efficient laboratory unit equaled one in technical and economical terms, and the rest were sub-one.

Results

Table 1 summarizes the results of the stochastic frontier cost function estimation in Frontier 4.1. Since the index of the likelihood ratio (LR) test was high in this estimate for the Cobb-Douglas function, there was no need to estimate the translog function. In order to calculate the economic efficiency, it is necessary to estimate the cost function through the cost of inputs and the total cost of the laboratory unit. In this study, the total costs of construction, consumables, property, equipment, and staff salaries of the relevant laboratory were used to calculate the total cost of the hospitals’ laboratory units.

Table 1: Estimation of Frontier Cost Function Parameters (SFA) from the Maximum Likelihood Method (ML)

In Column 2 of Table 2, the amount of economic efficiency obtained from the cost function estimation is greater than one, because Frontier 4.1 does not consider a constraint in cost function estimation such as the economic efficiency range between zero and one. In order to compare the calculated SFA efficiencies, the economic efficiency figures obtained from the SFA method were divided into the highest cost efficiency figure in Table 2 (1.124) until the numerical values of economic efficiency fall between zero and one (Column 3 in Table 1). In this method, the average economic efficiency of the laboratory units of hospitals affiliated with the UUMS was 0.931 (SD=0.034). Also, the lowest cost-efficiency belonged to Hospital Laboratory 9 (value=0.89), and the highest cost efficiency was related to Hospital 13 (value=1).

Table 2: Economic efficiency of clinical laboratories of hospitals affiliated with the UUMS through the SFA method

In Table 3, no significant relationship is observed between output, i.e. the number of admissions, with expert, ELISA, cell counters, incubators, centrifuges, microscopes, and microbial culture medium inputs. In other words, these inputs do not have a considerable impact on the output level, which may be due to the high similarity of data collected from hospitals’ laboratories and, therefore, a reduced fluctuation between data and their low variance. Also, in Table 3, the sum of the partial elasticity coefficients of the inputs was 1.94, so the return to scale among the laboratory units of the studied hospitals was ascending. The negative production elasticity of some production factors indicated that the laboratories under study were in the third and non-economic stages of production in terms of applying these factors. Also, the production elasticity relative to specialist input was 3.82, which was greater than the other elasticities. This means that a 1% increase in this production factor leads to the highest increase in the return of laboratories by 3.82%. According to the final results of the maximum likelihood estimation regarding the accuracy of using the Cobb-Douglas function, since the LR value was 7.93, the Cobb-Douglas function form was chosen. In other words, due to the high LR value of the Cobb-Douglas function rather than the translog function, this form was suitable for the SFA for the studied laboratory units. The gamma variable that shows the contribution of inefficiency variance in the production function also equaled 1 with a standard error of 0.0000006. That is, the share of random factors in the inefficiency of clinical laboratories in hospitals affiliated with the UUMS was equal to zero, and the observed inefficiency component had the major contribution. The significance of the γ parameter confirms that inefficiency plays an important role in the model.

Table 3: Estimation of stochastic frontier production function (SFA) parameters from the maximum likelihood method (ML)

According to the results of Table 4, the average technical efficiency of medical diagnostic laboratories affiliated
with the UUMS was 0.519 (SD=0.33). According to the SFA model, the lowest technical efficiency belonged to Hospital 17 (value=0.049) and the highest technical efficiency belonged to Hospitals 2 and 3 (value=0.999).

**Table 4**: Technical efficiency of the clinical laboratories of hospitals affiliated with the UUMS through the SFA method

**Discussion**

The technical and economic efficiency of medical diagnostic laboratories of hospitals affiliated with the UUMS was estimated via SFA under VRS and input-oriented minimization assumption by estimating production and cost functions in order to evaluate their performance.

The low technical efficiency of medical diagnostic laboratories of the hospitals indicated the high capacity of inputs in these units. While using the same level of inputs, these units can increase their outputs and thus their technical efficiency by 48.1% without any increase in costs.

The average economic efficiency of the above-mentioned units was 0.931. Therefore, the efficiency of these units can be improved by reducing costs by 6.9% without decreasing the value of outputs by increasing the profit. In other words, the managers of these laboratories must reduce their costs by optimally combining and distributing inputs, while taking into account the prices of the used inputs to approach the profitability frontier.

The average economic efficiency of laboratory units was higher than the average technical efficiency, which demonstrates the high allocative efficiency of these units; that is, the combination of inputs in these units is appropriate. However, service providers in these units can make the most of this combination to increase service delivery without changing the amount of inputs in order to increase technical efficiency. Therefore, in order to reduce costs and increase their profits, the above-mentioned laboratory units should avoid wasting resources by enhancing the motivation of the staff and the awareness of the general principles of medical diagnostic laboratories.

Alinejhad et al. in a study entitled “Evaluating the economic efficiency of clinical laboratories in Iranian public hospitals via DEA method” achieved the average economic efficiency of 0.676. The results of examining the economic efficiency of laboratory units in hospitals affiliated with the UUMS by using DEA and SFA methods showed that the average economic efficiency of the units differed in the two methods (0.255). This difference could be due to neglecting random effects, measurement errors, etc. in the DEA method. In general, however, the average economic efficiency of the studied units in the province is medium to high, indicating that in the studied units, it is possible to increase economic efficiency by reducing costs without affecting output values.

Alinejhad et al. in a study entitled “Evaluating the economic efficiency of clinical laboratories in Iranian public hospitals via DEA method” achieved the average economic efficiency of 0.676. The results of examining the economic efficiency of laboratory units in hospitals affiliated with the UUMS by using DEA and SFA methods showed that the average economic efficiency of the units differed in the two methods (0.255). This difference could be due to neglecting random effects, measurement errors, etc. in the DEA method. In general, however, the average economic efficiency of the studied units in the province is medium to high, indicating that in the studied units, it is possible to increase economic efficiency by reducing costs without affecting output values.

After examining the efficiency of Australian hospitals by using DEA and SFA, Mortimer et al. concluded that each method of efficiency measurement has its own characteristics, and there is no single method for measuring the efficiency whose results would be more precise and reliable compared to other methods.

In a study entitled “Analyzing the efficiency changes of Irish hospitals”, Gannon concluded that the technical efficiency values obtained from the DEA method were higher than the SFA method; that is, the inefficiency in the DEA method was underestimated.

In a study entitled “Evaluating the economic efficiency of CCU in hospitals affiliated with Tehran University of Medical Sciences”, Zahavi et al. used both SFA and DEA methods and concluded that these two methods do not necessarily have the same results in calculating efficiency, and greater efficiency in one of these methods is not sustainable for all sectors.
Lamovsek et al. determined the optimal size of medical laboratories at the primary healthcare level by using DEA. The average technical efficiency of the laboratories with the VRS assumption was obtained as 0.9333. The authors concluded that increasing the automation and consolidation of laboratory activities can affect the efficiency of laboratories and, thus, costs.4

In evaluating the technical efficiency of the clinical laboratories of Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Taheri et al. reported the average technical efficiency of laboratory units to be 0.92416, which indicates a high level of technical efficiency in hospital units of Shiraz compared to Urmia.

In general, SFA is a useful tool for analyzing the efficiency of medical diagnostic laboratories, and its information may be useful for policy-making and performance evaluation of these units. The DEA and SFA methods are also complementary in efficiency measurement, but for efficiency measurement, it is recommended that the SFA method be first performed in order to identify the variables having a negative effect and to exclude them from the model.

One of the limitations of this study was the lack of participation of the private sector diagnostic laboratories. Better analysis and conclusions could be obtained from the efficiency status of provincial laboratories had these laboratories cooperated, and the health planners in the province could have used better data for decision making.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study can provide a tool for better policy-making in clinical laboratories by helping the management of laboratory resources as a costly unit of the healthcare system. In addition, performance evaluation allows inefficient hospitals to compare their performance with that of similar but efficient hospitals and identify their promotion capabilities.
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